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c hapter 4 builds on numerous recent analyses that register
concern about the comparative performance of the U.S.
innovation system and the long-term health of the do-
mestic technology base. OTA and others have analyzed

the impact of the U.S. innovation system’s orientation toward de-
fense technologies on the nation’s relative technological position
and international competitiveness. 1 Other analyses have focused
on the relative inability of U.S. firms to commercialize new
technologies, and the dearth of policy efforts to encourage the dif-
fusion of new technologies along with more tacit forms of knowl-
edge.2 Given the central role of multinational enterprises (MNEs)
in the production and diffusion of new technology—and hence in
the competitiveness of national economies—this chapter focuses
on the relationship between MNEs and national innovation
systems.

Many analysts have noted that MNEs in recent years have in-
creased the cross-border transfer of technological knowledge and

1 See U.S. Ctmgress,  OffIce  of Technology”  Assessment, Dej2nse Con}’crslon:  Redi-
recl~ng  R&D, OTA-lTE-552  (Washlngt(m,  DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, May
1993 ); U.S. C(mgress,  OffIce  of Technology  Assessment, Comperfng  Economies: Arner--
cu. Europe. and /he Pacific R~nl,  OTA-ITE- 498 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, October 199 l), Nati(mal Science Board, The Con]pefili\e Strength U/ U.S.
/ndu~tr/a/ Sc~en(e and Technology: Strategic /ssues (Washington, DC: Nati(mal  Science
Foundatitm, 1992).

2 See J.A. Alic,  “’Technical Know  Iege and Technology Diffusion: New Issues  for U.S.
Government Policy,” Technology An@!ri.s  and Srrafeglc Managcnlent  5(4):369.383,
1993; U.S. Congress, Office of Technology  Assessment, Making Things Beffer: Con~per-
ing in Manufacfurm~,  OTA-1~-44~  (Washington, DC: U.S. G(~vemmcnt  Printing Of-
fice, February 1990). OTA is c(mducting an assessment of difficulties U.S. industry has
faced in the commercia]izati(m  of new technologies.
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assets, a process referred to as the globalization of
technology. 3 However, globalization does not im-
ply that national technology bases are becoming
more integrated and interdependent. First, most of
the core research and technology development ac-
tivities of MNEs remain centralized in the home
market. Second, much of the technology sold
across borders stays within MNE networks. And
third, cross-border technical alliances and other
forms of interfirm collaboration are prominent in
a limited number of sectors, although the avail-
able data are inadequate to assess the net signifi-
cance of alliances as a channel for international
technology diffusion.

OTA’s analysis shows that, although technolo-
gy has become increasingly global and will likely
become more so in the future, technology devel-
opment in the aggregate remains firmly rooted in
national technology bases. Moreover, MNEs
based in different countries and operating in dif-
ferent industrial sectors vary in their tendency to
retain core technology development capabilities
in the home market.

These conclusions follow from an analysis of
three principal mechanisms through which MNEs
can extend technology across national borders:
first, through overseas R&D activities; second,
through the direct sale of technology in the form of
intellectual property, in exchange for royalties and
license fees; and third, through cooperative R&D
agreements or alliances between firms, as well as
between firms and other R&D organizations such
as universities.4 If there are consistent national
differences in the strategic technology activities of

MNEs, then those differences should be reflected
in each of these areas.

THE LOCATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
Historically, R&D has been the last aspect of cor-
porate activity to take on a global dimension,
since the economies of scale associated with re-
search activities tend to favor centralization.
However, as firms establish foreign production
capabilities, they often decentralize selective ele-
ments of their R&D. In addition to supporting lo-
cal production facilities, firms will move R&D
abroad for a variety of reasons:
■

m

8

m

●

■

to acquire foreign technology;
to customize products for local markets;
to stay abreast of technological developments;
to gain access to foreign R&D resources, such
as universities, public and private laboratory
facilities, and scientists and engineers;
to assist the parent company in meeting foreign
regulations and product standards; and
to gain cost efficiencies.

Consequently, as production and commerce be-
come increasingly international, R&D should
likewise exhibit a more global character.

Analysts differ, however, on the extent and
breadth of the globalization of R&D. Some stud-
ies conclude that technology has globalized so ex-
tensively that it is becoming difficult to identify
technologies with individual firms or to distin-
guish one national technology base from another.5

Others note that while R&D has indeed become

3 See “Technology and Globalization, “ in Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), Technology and /he Econ-
omy: The Key Relationships (Paris, France: OECD, 1992), pp. 209-236. For an extended analysis with particular reference to MNEs,  see O.
Grans(rand, L. Hilkans.on,  and S. S~jlander, Technolo~y  Management andlnternational  Business: ln(ernalionalization  ofR&D and Technology
(New York, NY: John Wiley, 1992).

4 Two of these phenomenon-tie”  increased  frequency Of both offshore R&D and international technical alliances-are associated with the

rise of “technoglobalisrn” during the 1980s. See OECD, Economic Analysis and Statistics Division, Perjiwmance ofForeign  Affiliates In OECD

Coun/ries  (Paris, France: OECD, forthcoming), pre-publication  copy p. 49.

S T-H. he and pp. Reid (eds.), Na[l~~/]ntereS[S  In an AgeofG/oba/  Technology (Washington, DC: National Academy press,  1991 ), P. 72.
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more mobile, MNEs move R&D abroad far more
slowly than production, sourcing, marketing, and
other business activities. 6 Others contend that
firms are responding to global competition by
watching R&D activities closely and striving to
retain centralized control.’ Still others agree that
MNEs conduct relatively little R&D outside the
home country, but note that the strategies and poli-
cies of MNEs can affect the way R&D is owned,
organized, and located.8 Finally, OECD analyses
indicate that major MNEs may be expanding their
core R&D activities across national borders.
Some foreign acquisitions appear aimed at gain-
ing access to technology and other R&D resources
that are already established in particular markets
(for instance, biotechnology in the United States).
In the United States, Germany, and the United
Kingdom, foreign firms “are spending substantial
sums on R&D, mainly for local markets though
increasing y for global ones, reflecting new strate-
gies in R&D intensive industries.”9

OTA’s analysis indicates that R&D has become
more global in character, as demonstrated by the
overseas R&D activities of foreign affiliates. Nev-
ertheless, relative to production and sourcing,
R&D across the advanced industrial states re-
mains highly centralized in the home market op-
erations of MNEs. The degree of centralization,
however, varies by country of origin as well as by
sector. The patterns underlying this assessment
can be seen in three areas of inquiry: the R&D acti-
vities of foreign affiliates in the United States; the
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R&D activities of U.S. affiliates in foreign mar-
kets; and the relationship between R&D con-
ducted by affiliates and that conducted by MNE
parents.

I R&D by Foreign Affiliates
in the United States

R&D spending by foreign affiliates in the United
States has increased substantially, measured as a
percentage of total R&D expenditures by U.S.
businesses. In 1982 foreign affiliates accounted
for 9.4 percent ($4.5 billion) of all business R&D
spending in the United States; by 1992 that share
had risen to 16.4 percent ($10.7 billion). 10 Al-
though relatively small in absolute terms, the rate
of increase in R&D spending by foreign affiliates
has been much more rapid than that of total U.S.
business R&D. Between 1982 and 1992, R&D ex-
penditures by foreign affiliates in the United
States grew by 138 percent (see figure 4-1 ), while
total business R&D expenditures grew by 39
percent (from $48.6 to $67.0 billion in constant
dollars). 11

Affiliates from other advanced industrial na-
tions increased their total R&D spending in the
United States rapidly over the course of the 1980s
and early 1990s (see figure 4-2). During that peri-
od U.K. and German affiliates consistently out-
spent French and Japanese affiliates. Adjusted for
inflation, U.K. affiliates in the United States spent
$1.8 billion on R&D in 1992, and German affili-

b J.A. Cantwell,  Te<hno/oglcal  Innalwtion and Mu/finarwna/  Corpora~ions  (Oxford,  UK: Basil Blackwell, 1989).
7 P. Pate] and K. Pavit[,  “Large  Fimls in the Producti(m  of the World’s Technology: An Important Case of ‘N(m-GI(~balizati( m’” Journal aj’

lnlernatlona/  Business .Vudics  First Quarter: 1-21, 1991.

8 J.H. Dunning, “’Multmatmnal  Enterprises and the Globalization of lnnovatory Capacity,” Research Po/icy 23(1 ):67-88, Jan. 1994.
9 G, Vickery,  “Global  Industries and National P(~licies,”  OECD Obserter 179: 1 I -14, December 199UJanuary  1993. Smaller c(mntries with

limited df~nwstlc  R&D res(mrces  (e.g. Sweden, Netherlands, Switzerland) tend to h~ate even more R&D abroad, often  as a means of tapping
foreign technological” resources.

I (j 1n ~(}nstmt 1987 dollars. Data on R&D spending by foreign affiliates frtml U.S. Department of Commerce, FOrei/Yr Direc’1  ln~’e$tmenl  ;n

[he Un[[ed.$tafes:  An Update  (Wash ingt(m,  DC: US GPO, June 1993), table  56; and U.S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Direcf /n\’esfment

In rhe Unl~cd Stales: Pre/lminary /992 Es[~rna[e.$  (fm-thc(mling, 1994), table H-3A. Data on total U.S. business R&D are from National Science
Board,  S(lence and li’ng~neer~n~ /ndi(a/ors-/993 (Washingt(m,  IX U.S. GPO, 1993), NSB 93-1, appendix table 4-4, p. 333.

I I National Science Board,  &,ient.e  and Engineering /ndl(’alUrS--/ 993. Op cit. f(~(~~ote 1°.
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~ Manufacturing

n  Otherindustries

NOTE: 1992 data are preliminary.

SOURCE: OTA, based on data on U S Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration, Foreign Direct Investment in the United
States: An Update, Review and Analysls of Current Developments (Washington, DC U.S. Government Printing Off Ice, June 1993), appendix C, table
56 (hereafter cited as ESA, FDIUS), U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Foreign Direct Investment in the United States
Operations of U.S. Affiliates of Foreign Companies, 1987 Benchmark Survey, revised 1988-1991 estimates, and preliminary 1992 estimates (Wash-
ington, DC U S Government Printing Off Ice, 1990-1994), table H-1 (hereafter cited as BEA, FDIUS)

ates spent $1.6 billion. Japanese and French affili-
ates have spent comparatively less on R&D over
time—$l.3 billion and $1.0 billion, respectively,
in 1992. 12

Since 1980,86 percent of the total R&D by for-
eign affiliates in the United States has been in
manufacturing, increasing slightly from 82 per-
cent in 1980 to 84 percent in 1992.’3 Canadian
firms accounted for the largest share—19 per-
cent—among foreign affiliates in the United
States during 1992 (see figure 4-3). German,
U. K., and Swiss affiliates each accounted for $1.5

billion or 16 percent, compared to $1.0 billion or
approximately 10 percent for French and Japanese
affiliates.

Between 1985 and 1992, over half of all R&D
and 81 percent of the manufacturing R&D con-
ducted by foreign affiliates in the United States
was concentrated in three sectors: chemicals (28
percent); pharmaceuticals (23 percent); and elec-
trical and nonelectrical machinery (29 percent
combined). 14 The most rapid rate of growth has
been in the pharmaceutical sector, where foreign

12 In C{)nstmt 1987 d(~]]ars.  Dan frt~m U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey ojCurrenr  Business  (Washing-

ton, DC: May 1993);  table 1, p. 89; and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Foreign Direc(investment  in /he Unired

States: Pre/iminaW  1992 Esrimates  (Washington, DC: forthcoming, 1994); table H-3A.

t 3 See figure 4-I.

14 (-J,s. ~p~nlen( of Commerce, BEA, Foreign Direct In\’estment in the United States: Preliminary 1992 Estimates, t~p cit. footnote 12.
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affiliates increased their R&D spending from
$596 million in 1985 to $2.8 billion in 1992 (in
constant dollars), an average increase of 26 per-
cent per year. R&D spending by foreign affiliates
also has grown rapidly in industrial chemicals and
machinery, again with the most rapid rates of
growth taking place in the late 1980s (see figure
4-4).

The R&D spending increases shown in figure
4-2 correspond to a very active period of merger
and acquisition activity by foreign investors. The
value of foreign acquisitions in the United States
jumped from $31.5 billion in 1986 to $64.9 billion
in 1988, and remained quite high during
1988-90. 15 The correspondence between this pe-

riod of high acquisition activity and the rise in
R&D spending by foreign affiliates after 1986 im-
plies that much of the increase in affiliate R&D
was due to acquisitions of U.S. research facilities,
as opposed to the transfer of R&D activities from
the home market to existing affiliates in the
United States. 16 With only a few notable excep-
tions, such as NEC’s laboratory in Princeton, most
industrial laboratories run by foreign affiliates in
the United States have been established not
through new investment dedicated to R&D activi-
ties per se but rather through the merger and ac-
quisition strategies of foreign firms.17

16 For supp)~lng  analyses, See  OECD,  Pcrf(wm~nce of Foreign Afli/~ares,  0p. cit., f(x)tnote  4, p. 50: U.S. Depafimen[ of Commercet  ‘EAJ

b’orelgn  IIlrcct ln~estmenl In the Unifed  Sla!es: An Update, op. cit., foi~tm)te 10, p. 70; and H. Fusf~ld, lndustr?’s Future: Changing Patterns  of
Indllstrial  Research (unpublished manuscript, 1994).

I T H. Fusf~ld, op. cit.  fmnm~te 16.
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Other foreign affiliates
12%

affiliates
Japanese affiliates 160/0

1 0%0

NOTE: Brackets show R&D expenditures in constant 1987 dollars, total
expenditures for manufacturing R&D by foreign affiliates = $95 billion

SOURCE: OTA, based on data in BEA, FDIUS, preliminary 1992 esti-
mates, table H-4

Variations in investment strategies affect the
average R&D intensity of foreign affiliates in the
United States.18 Figure 4-5 shows that the R&D
intensity for European affiliates is above the aver-
age for all affiliates, which reflects the relatively
high percentage of European foreign direct invest-
ment in the United States (FDIUS) that is directed
to manufacturing. German affiliates in the United
States consistently have had the highest R&D in-
tensity, which reflects the concentration of Ger-

man affiliates in R&D-intensive manufacturing
industries, such as chemicals and pharmaceuti-
cals.19 Similarly, the comparatively low R&D in-
tensity of Japanese affiliates in the United States
reflects the relatively low percentage of Japanese
FDIUS directed to manufacturing: in 1992, 19
percent of Japan’s FDIUS was in manufacturing
and 34 percent in wholesale trade, compared with
47 percent and 8 percent, respectively, for Euro-
pean FDIUS.20

Table 4-1 shows cross-national variations in
the sectoral focus of manufacturing R&D by for-
eign affiliates in 1992. The distribution of spend-
ing reinforces the above observation that the
average R&D intensity of foreign affiliates varies
with respect to the sectoral distribution of FDIUS.
However, there are also notable cross-national dif-
ferences in R&D intensity within individual sec-
tors. As table 4-2 shows, in 1992 the average R&D
intensity for all foreign affiliates in U.S. manufac-
turing industries was 2.7 percent; the average for
German affiliates was 3.5 percent, while it was 2.9
for French affiliates, 2.2 for U.K. affiliates, and
1.7 percent for Japanese affiliates. Across the ma-
jor industrial sectors, German affiliates typically
have the highest R&D intensity levels and Japa-
nese affiliates the lowest, while U.K. and French
affiliates share the middle ground.

In short, the scope and intensity of R&D by for-
eign affiliates in the United States varies both by
country and by sector. Most of the manufacturing
R&D conducted by foreign affiliates in the United
States is concentrated in industrial chemicals,
drugs, and electrical and electronic machinery
(see figure 4-4). In these areas the R&D intensity
of foreign affiliates is two or more times the na-

I g R&D intensity is tie ratio  of R&D expenditures to total output (sales).

19 OECD,  fer~ornwnte o~Forelgn  A@/la/es,  t~p. cit., ftx)tnt~te 4, table 1, p. 80. For an analysis of FDIUS by country and by sector, see ch. 5 of

this report.

20 U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Foreign Direct Int’estmenl in the United States: Preliminary 1992 Es~/mate.s,  op. cit., fix)tm)te 12.
See chapter 5 for a complete analysis (lf the composition of FDIUS.
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All countries Germany France U.K. Japan

All manufacturing

Chemicals and allied products

Industrial chemicals

Drugs

Machinery

Nonelectrical machinery

Electric and electronic equipment

Transportation equipment

9,393
5,095
1,926

2,787

2,549

894

1,656

179

1,462

871

626

n/a

379

51

328

34

1,007

239
n/a

n/a

403
168
235

26

1,492

958

86

795

141

46

94

60

981

141

53

63

612

457

156

13

SOURCE: Adapted from U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analyses, Foreign Direct Investment in the United States Operations o/

U.S. Affiliates of Foreign Companies preliminary 1992 estimates (Washington, DC U S Government Printing Off Ice, forthcoming), table H-4

All countries Germany France U.K. Japan

All manufacturing 2,7 3.5 2.9 2.2 1.7

Chemicals and allied products 5.0 4.5 3.2 4.4 2.7
Primary and fabricated metals 0.6 8.0 n/a 69 4.0
Machinery 3.6 3.9 5,7 2.0 3.6
Other manufacturing 1.3 2.0 n/a 12 0.8

—
NOTE: R&D intensity measures total affiliate R&D expenditures as a percent of total sales, a more complete sectoral breakdown of 1992 affiliate sales

data wiII be available only after this publication has been released

SOURCE: OTA, based on data in U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analyses, Foreign D/reef/nves[menf/nfhe Unded States: Opera-

tions of U.S. Affiliates of Foreign Companies preliminary 1992 estimates (Washington, DC U S Government Printing Office, forthcoming), tables E-4

and H-4

tional average for all industries.21 Affiliates in U.S. market for companies that have successfully
these sectors (mostly Swiss, German, U. K., and developed new technologies.22

Japanese firms) are technologically and commer-
c i ally powerful global competitors, and can mobi- 1 R&D by U.S. Affiliates in Foreign Markets
lize substantial R&D resources. Moreover, the Like the R&D activity of foreign affiliates in the
fact that they concentrate R&D resources in the United States, the overseas R&D by affiliates of
United States indicates the attractiveness of the

2 I In most coun~les, the R&D  in[enslty of affiliates is lower or at most equal to the average R&D intensity for all manufacturing industries in

host  countries. The United States is one of the few exceptions to this tendency. OECD, Per~ormance  ojFw-eign  Aflillates, op. cit., footnote 4,
p. 5 I .

22 Ibid.
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U.S. MNEs has increased rapidly over time. Be- cent for the manufacturing R&D of foreign affili-
tween 1982 and 1992, R&D expenditures by ma- ates in the United States. However, while R&D by
jority-owned foreign affiliates of U.S. MNEs affiliates in the United States is concentrated in
increased from $4.3 billion to $8.4 billion in real chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and machinery, the
terms. 23 Also like foreign affiliates in the United R&D by U.S. affiliates abroad is focused on ma-
States, the location and character of this R&D ac - chinery and transportation equipment. Of total
tivity varies by country arid by sector. overseas manufacturing R&D by U.S. affiliates

Most of the overseas R&D conducted by U.S. between 1989 and 1992,29 percent was in electri-
affiliates is in manufacturing. Between 1989 and cal and nonelectrical machinery combined, 27
1992, manufacturing R&D accounted for an aver- percent in transportation equipment, 20 percent in
age of 84 percent (or $6.7 billion) of all R&D pharmaceuticals, and just 4 percent in chemicals
spending by U.S. affiliates in foreign markets .24 (see figure 4-6).25

This ratio is equivalent to the average of 86 per-

23 U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Sun)ey oj’Current  Busine.$s (Washington, DC: July 1993), table 5, p.44; and U.S. Depanment  of
C(mlmerce,  BEA,  U.S. l~lrccf/nte.$rmcnlAbr~jad:  Pre/[minary  1992 Estvnules  (forthcoming, 1994), table 111.13. Data adjusted t(~c{mslant  1987
dollars.

24 U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, U.S. Direcrln\’estment  Abroad, annual series (Washingt(m,  DC: 1992-1 994), tables 111.13 and 111.E
3. me R&D da[a  in this series goes back  only  to 1989. Data adjusted to constant 1987 dollars.

‘f U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Direcl In\’esfment Abroad: Preliminary /992 Esfmlale.$,  op cit. f(M~tn(~tc 23.
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SOURCE: OTA, based on data in BEA, USDIA, table Ill.I.3 (1989-1992)

By country, the distribution of R&D expendi-
tures by U.S. affiliates mirrors that of foreign affil-
iates in the United States. In relative terms, R&D
by U.S. affiliates is concentrated in Germany and
to a lesser extent the United Kingdom, with com-
paratively little R&D in France and Japan (see fig-
ure 4-7). Between 1989 and 1992, U.S. affiliates
on average spent $2 billion per year in Germany
(25 percent of the total by U.S. affiliates) and $1.6
billion per year in the United Kingdom (20 per-
cent of the total), compared with $722 million (9
percent) in France and $488 million (6 percent) in
Japan.

Like foreign affiliates in the United States, U.S.
affiliates abroad have higher R&D intensities in
the markets where they are more concentrated in
manufacturing industries (see figure 4-8). In
1992,96 percent of R&D by U.S. affiliates in Ger-
many was in manufacturing industries; the same
ratio for the United Kingdom was 83 percent,
while it was 76 percent for France and 80 percent

for Japan. Of the $2.2 billion in manufacturing
R&D conducted by U.S. affiliates in Germany, 59
percent ($1.3 billion) was in transportation, 14
percent in machinery, and 11 percent in chemicals
and allied products. In the United Kingdom, 38
percent ($462 million) of the manufacturing total
($1.2 billion) was in chemicals and allied prod-
ucts, and 18 percent was in machinery. In France,
63 percent ($402 million) of the total $641 million
in manufacturing R&D was in chemicals and al-
lied products. And in Japan, 49 percent ($213 mil-
lion) of the total $437 million in manufacturing
R&D by U.S. affiliates was in chemicals and al-
lied products, while 32 percent ($ 139 million) was
in machinery (of which 74 percent or $103 million
was in electric and electronic equipment).zc

In sum, the R&D activities of both foreign affil-
iates in the United States and U.S. affiliates
abroad have increased significantly in recent
years, but the scope and intensity of that activity

26 ibid. A]] amounts  have been converted to constant 1987 d(~ll~.
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varies by country and by sector. The magnitude
and intensity of R&D activity is the highest be-
tween the United States and Germany and the
United Kingdom, in both directions; likewise, the
magnitude and intensity of R&D activity is the
lowest between the United States and France and
Japan, also in both directions.

Although these measures of R&D activity pro-
vide useful indicators of the magnitude of R&D
conducted by MNEs in host countries, they do not
provide sufficient information to judge whether
R&D has become significantly more decentral-
ized during recent years. For instance, the rise in
R&D by affiliates may represent acquisitions of
foreign R&D facilities more than the transfer of
research from the home market to foreign sites. In
addition, R&D spending data do not distinguish
between types of technology and types of R&D,
which makes it difficult to assess the character and
import of R&D conducted in different locations.

In short, assessing the scope and impact of R&D
by MNEs requires a more detailed comparison of
the R&D conducted by affiliates with that con-
ducted by their parent groups in their home markets.

1 R&D Within Multinational Networks
Although the volume of overseas R&D by affili-
ates has increased substantially, it is still a small
fraction of the total R&D conducted by MNEs.
The domestic and overseas R&D conducted by
U.S.-based MNEs since the early 1980s illustrates
both of these points (see figure 4-9). Between
1982 and 1991 manufacturing R&D expenditures
by U.S. MNE parents increased an average of 4.8
percent per year, from $36.5 billion to $50 billion.
During the same period manufacturing R&D
spending by affiliates of U.S. MNEs grew at a
faster rate of 12.1 percent per year, rising from
$3.5 billion to $7.2 billion.27 The faster rate of
growth of R&D by affiliates indicates that R&D

27 Adjusted tc~ conslant dollars from data prf)vided in U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Sur\’ey ojCurrenf  Busine.$s, op. cit. fmnn(~tc 23.
See also figure 4-9.
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_ Manufacturing R&D by foreign affiliates of U.S. MNEs

D Manufacturing R&D by U.S. MNE parents

SOURCE: OTA, based on data in BEA, SCB 73(7): 44, table 5, July 1993

has become more international in scope. At the
same time, however, the proportion of total MNE
R&D conducted by affiliates remains small. In
1991, the R&D conducted by majority-owned af-
filiates comprised 12.7 percent of the total
manufacturing R&D expenditures of U.S. MNEs,
up from 8.7 percent in 1982.28 Although no com-
parable data exists for European and Japanese
MNEs, the available evidence suggests that they
conduct similar if not smaller percentages of their
R&D overseas than do U.S. firms.

Like the aggregate level of R&D spending, the
R&D intensity of foreign affiliates tends to be
substantially lower than that of parent groups. For
example, the R&D intensity of U.S. MNE parent
groups in 1991 was 2.1 percent, compared with
0.8 percent for their majority-owned foreign affil-
iates.29 In general, across the advanced industrial
states the R&D intensity of foreign affiliates tends
to be lower than or at best equivalent to the aver-
age for all manufacturing industries in the host
country. 30 However, as with the volume of R&D
spending, the R&D intensity of foreign affiliates
has been increasing at a faster rate than that of
MNE parent groups. For example, between 1982
and 1991 the annual growth rate in the R&D inten-
sity of majority-owned foreign affiliates of U.S.
MNEs averaged 5 percent, compared with 3 per-31 Again, though,cent for their parent groups.
much of the growth in the R&D intensity of both
foreign affiliates in the United States and U.S. af-
filiates abroad can be attributed to overseas ac-
quisitions and/or joint ventures, and consequently
does not necessarily represent a transfer of R&D
operations from the home country to foreign mar-
kets. 32

Although relatively low, the rapid increase in
both the magnitude and intensity of overseas
R&D by foreign affiliates does represent a gradual
globalization of R&D. However, it is extremely
difficult to assess the significance of this trend due
to the lack of data regarding the technological and
strategic contribution of the R&D conducted by

‘g Ibid. The pr{yxmtion  of R&D by majority-owned affiliates of U.S. MNEs varies somewhat by sector. In 1991 it was highest in food and
kindred products (18 percent), chemicals and allied products (15 percent), and transportation equipment (14 percent), and lowest in electric and
electronic equipment (8 percent) and primary and fabricated metals (5 percent).

29 U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Sur}ey of Current Business, op. cit., f(x~mote  23, table 5, p 44, table 7, p. 46.

30 OECD, op. Cit., f(x)tn(~te  4, p. 51. One of the few exceptions to this rule is the United States, where the average R&D intensity of foreign

affiliates is driven up by the particularly high R&D intensity of foreign affiliates in pharmaceuticals, chemicals, and mechanical engineering
(respectively two, three, and four times that of all manufacturing industry in the United States).

j I u s ~p~ment of commerce,  BEA, Sur]’ey  of Current Business, op. cit., footnote  23. p.~.. .
32 For data and analysis of U s MNEs see U.S.  ~p~ment  ofcomn~erce,  BEA, Surt’ey  of Current Busines.s,  op. cit., f(x~tnote  23i P. 46. For. .

an analysis of foreign afiil iates in the United States, see U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Foreign Direct lnt’esonen~  in the United States:

An Updafe. op. cit., f(wtnore  10, p. 70.
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Chapter 4

affiliates to the global competitiveness of
MNEs.33 Indeed, the most challenging analytical
task is to determine whether the R&D conducted
by foreign affiliates contributes to the core techno-
logical activities of the parent firms, or whether it
contributes primarily to the product and process
technology utilized by overseas production facili-
ties.

Most studies indicate that, over time and across
countries, the most significant reason for conduct-
ing R&D in foreign markets is to customize prod-
ucts to accommodate local market conditions.

34 I t

typically takes quite long for firms to develop
complex overseas R&D operations that support
local production facilities. For example, Philips
Electronics N.V. has maintained a U.S. research
facility at Briarcliff Manor, NY, for over two de-
cades. The facility now accounts for approximate-
ly 15 percent of all corporate research activity, and
is an integral part of Philips laboratory network
(the company maintains four laboratories in Eu-
rope—the central lab at corporate headquarters in
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, plus smaller facili-
ties in France, Germany, and England). While
each of the foreign facilities has its own techno-
logical capabilities and its own mix of research
programs, most basic research is conducted in
Eindhoven. The U.S. facility focuses mostly on
supporting Philips’ substantial U.S. manufactur-

35 OTA interviews with a number ofing facilities. 
MNEs in the electronics industry indicate that it
takes at least a decade to establish an overseas re-
search facility that can closely support affiliate
manufacturing operations.
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Fully integrated affiliates that conduct inde-
pendent product R&D are relatively rare. For
instance, Ford Motor Company, after many years
of foreign production in Europe and elsewhere,
has just begun to reorganize its operations and be-
come a truly global MNE.36 The company is plan-
ning to create a single operating unit, Ford
Automotive Operations, that oversees five vehicle
program centers (VPCs), each with worldwide re-
sponsibilities for the development and production
of independent product lines.37

In sum, R&D moves overseas much more
slowly than production, sourcing, and other busi-
ness activities. Production facilities often can be
established quickly and moved quickly, as market
conditions change. By comparison, R&D facili-
ties take a long time to set up and, once estab-
lished, are very difficult to move. Consequently,
most MNEs centralize basic research and product
development in the home market, while research
oriented toward customization and foreign pro-
duction support is gradually conducted locally as
affiliates become more deeply integrated into lo-
cal markets.

The tendency for R&D to move overseas slow-
ly, in the wake of foreign direct investment and lo-
cal production, suggests an R&D life cycle that
corresponds to the FDI life cycle discussed in
chapter 6. In the initial stages of overseas produc-
tion, firms tend to use product and process
technology developed in the home market. As
overseas production units become more estab-
lished, local R&D activities emerge to customize

33 OECD, op. cit.,  footnote”  4, pp. 49-50.

~~ For exanlple, see us ~.pa~nlen[  of Conlmerce,  Technology Administration, Japan Technology Program, U..s. Research Facil[tic$  ~-f

Foreign Companws,  prepared by D.H. Dalton and M.G. Serapiw NTIS Pub. No. 93-134328 (Washington, DC: Jan. 1993); U.S. Department of
Cmnrnerce, Technology Adminlstratl(m and The Japan-U.S. Friendship Commissi(m, Japan-U. S. Direct R&D /n\csfment.r in the E/ecn-onlc.~

/ndu.~rr~es, prepared by M.G Serapl(~,  NTIS Pub. No. 94-127974 (Washington DC: 1994); OECD, op. cit., footno[e  4.

35 On Phl]lps’  R&D opratl(~ns,  see Philips Electr(mics N. V., Annua/  Report 1993 (Eindhoven,  The Netherlands, 1994); philips  Electr(~nlcs

N. V,, “Electronics for People, C(wp)rate Brochure (Eindh(wen, The Netherlands, 1993), p. 13; Philips Research, “Philips Research A Gate-

way to the Future,” Corporate Brochure (Eindhoven,  The Netherlands, 1993).

36 For distinctions ~>tween  “global’”  and other types of MNEs, see ~)x  I - I in chapter 1.

37 Kevin D(me, ‘&Tom(mow,”  the W(wld,” Financial fi”mes, Apr. 22, 1994, p. IS.
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products in accordance with local market condi-
tions and, eventually, to support affiliate produc-
tion operations. In advanced stages, as affiliates
become deeply integrated into local economies,
they may undertake more substantial forms of
R&D to develop products exclusively for the local
market. Few firms reach this last stage.

If this R&D cycle is the rule rather than the ex-
ception, then one would expect overseas R&D to
be more pronounced for European affiliates in the
United States than for their Japanese counterparts,
and likewise more pronounced for U.S. affiliates
in Europe than for Japanese affiliates. To some ex-
tent the evidence is consistent with this expecta-
tion. Both the magnitude and intensity of R&D
conducted by European affiliates in the United
States is substantially higher than R&D by Japa-
nese affiliates. Similarly, recent studies of Japa-
nese investment in Europe indicate that Japanese
affiliates conduct substantially less R&D there
than do U.S. affiliates.38

This pattern, however, could be attributed to
one or more of several different factors. First, it
could represent a life-cycle effect, such that Japa-
nese affiliates would eventually reach R&D levels
achieved by U.S. affiliates in Europe and Euro-
pean affiliates in the United States. Second, it
could reflect differences in the composition of
FDI. By this account, the difference in R&D in-
tensities between European and Japanese affili-
ates in the United States is due to the
comparatively large percentage of European in-
vestment in manufacturing industries, which ac-

count for far more R&D per unit of sales than other
areas of FDI.39 And third, the pattern could be due
to different national propensities to conduct R&D
overseas, as opposed to other methods of acquir-
ing technology in foreign markets.

Moreover, the degree to which R&D is central-
ized or decentralized often conforms to different
technological and sectoral characteristics. For
instance, one of the reasons pharmaceutical com-
panies conduct R&D overseas is to accommodate
different national regulatory standards and prac-
(ices.w In the consumer electronics industry,
firms often conduct R&D abroad to keep in touch
with leading-edge technological developments as
well as to adapt technologies to local standards,
such as different voltages or broadcasting sys-
tems.41 In the automotive industry, the uniform
nature of core technologies tends to encourage
centralized R&D, even though production has be-
come highly globalized.42 In the semiconductor
industry, the high R&D component of new prod-
uct costs is pressuring firms from different coun-
tries to collaborate on next-generation product
development. 43

Nevertheless, even when R&D trends are ob-
served on a sectoral basis, there are notable varia-
tions in the degree to which MNEs based in
different countries conduct R&D in foreign mar-
kets. For instance, in the pharmaceutical industry,
U.S. firms have set up more secondary R&D faci-
lities than MNEs based elsewhere; European
pharmaceutical firms tend to locate their second-

38 M, Gitte]man and E. Graham, “The performance  and Structure of Japanese Affiliates in the European Community” in M. Mason ad D.

Incarnation, Does  Ownership Matter? Japanese Multinationals in Europe, (Oxford, UK: Clarendon  Press, forthcoming 1994), pre-publication
copy pp. 154-55.

39 see Chaptem s and fJ for a description of differences in the composition of FD1 across the Triad.

@ OECD, “Globa]isation  in tie Pharmaceutical Industry,” draft manuscript dated Mar. 10, 1 ~~. p. 9.

41 DE.  Wesmey,  .. Cr{)ss-pacific  Internationalization Of ll&DbY US and Japanese Firms,” R&D A4anqemenr23(2):  171-181, 1993; OECD,

“Globalisation of Industrial Activities: SectorCase  Study of Globalisation in the Consumer Electronics Sector,’ ’draft paper dated Nov. 9, 1993,
p. 17.

42 R. Mi]]er,  “G]Obal R&D Networks md Large-scale lmovations:  The Case of the Automobile Industry,” Research Policy *~(~) :27-46,

May 1993. See also Pavitt  and Patel,  op. cit., foomote  7. As noted above, though, Ford recently embarked on a strategy that involves decentraliz-
ing some of its product R&D.

43 The  chip  development alliance  between  IBM, Seimens, and Toshiba is frequently cited in this regtid.
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ary R&D facilities in the United States, while Jap-
anese pharmaceutical firms have very little
exposure in foreign markets.44 In the consumer
electronics industry, Japanese firms conduct the
bulk of their R&D at home, unlike European
firms.45 And in the automotive industry, U.S.
firms have long had independent operations in Eu-
rope that conduct advanced R&D work. By con-
trast, Japanese auto producers have only recently
begun to establish local technological support op-
erations for their foreign assembly operations.%

These sectoral variations are consistent with
aggregate national patterns. The U.S. firms con-
duct more R&D and have higher average R&D in-
tensities overseas than either European or
Japanese firms. European businesses, particularly
those in Germany and the United Kingdom, con-
duct far more R&D abroad and have much higher
average R&D intensities than Japanese affiliates.
However, these tendencies coexist with national
differences in the sectoral distribution as well as
the timing of FDI. Consequently, it is difficult to
judge the relative influence of national origins,
sectoral characteristics, or vintage effects on the
propensity of firms to decentralize their R&D op-
erations across national borders.

Moreover, even though more R&D is being
conducted across national borders, relative to pro-
duction and sourcing R&D remains highly
centralized across the advanced industrial states.
For instance, the most R&D-intensive indus-
tries---electronics, computers, and pharmaceuti-
cals47—are largely global in terms of production,
sourcing, and marketing. Nevertheless, R&D in
each sector remains relatively centralized. For
instance, pharmaceutical firms conduct very little
research and basic clinical evaluation outside of
the home country,

48 while R&D in the computer

industry is among the most highly centralized (a
fact some analysts ascribe to domestic support
programs that favor local firms).

49 The pattern is

much the same in less R&D-intensive industries,
especially those where core product technology va-
ries little across national markets. For example,
R&D in the auto industry remains
centralized, although design custom
often conducted locally.50

In sum, the evidence regarding the

relatively
ization is

location of
R&D leads to two principal conclusions:

1. MNEs are conducting increasing levels of
R&D in foreign markets, thereby contributing

u (lECD  ~)p ~lt,,  footnote  40,  pp. 9, _M. In 1989,  Japanese pharmaceutical firms commanded only 1.1 YC of the US nlarket, while EUrOPCan,.
firms c(mmmded 26.7 percent of US market share. The pattern in Europe is similar: Japanese firms have a very low market presence, while US
phamlaceutical  fim~s command from 18 percent (in Gemmny)  to 33 percent (in the United Kingdom).

45 OECD<  “G]oba]lsatl{)n  of lndus[ria]  Activities: !jector Case Study  of Global isati(m  in the Consumer Electronics Sector, ” draft paper dated

Nov.  9, ]~~, p. 17.

M “Much of their activity is in component testing, procurement and process development, but more substantial product development is
sh~w]y gathering pace—the H(mda Accord in the United States and the Nissan Primera  in the United Kingdom had substantial local design
Inputs.” OECD,  ‘“Gl(~balisati(m of Industrial Activities: Sector Case Study of Globalisation in the Automobile Industry,” draft paper dated June
16, 1993,  p. 27.

47 Aerospace  is also Consis[ent]y  anlong  the top four R& D.intensive  sectors. It is not widely anal  yzed  in this report  due to its unique relation-

ship to the defense industry as well as its unusually high degree of government regulation.

~ OECD, op. cit., f(xmrote 40, p.9, table 4 p. 42.

w ~)EcD .. Globa]lza[lOn”  of ]ndustrla] Activities: s~tor Case Study of Globalisation in the computer  lndustyt” daft Paper ‘ated SeP. 27’

I 993, p. I I .

w pate] and Pavlt  ~)p, Clt,, footnote T; Ml]ler,  op. cit.,  f(x~tnote  42. Although the R&D intensity of the automotive” indust~  is low ‘e]ative ‘()

electr(mics, c(mlputers,  and pharmaceuticals, it has been increasing over time and is well above the national average for manufacturing indus-
tnes, OECD, op. cit., fot)tm~te  46, p. 10.
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to the international expansion of technology.
However, R&D across the advanced industrial
states remains fairly centralized relative to pro-
duction and sourcing activities, even in global
industries.

2. Overseas R&D conducted by MNE affiliates
varies by national origin, by sector, and over
time, such that it is difficult to separate these in-
fluences analytically. On the whole, European
affiliates conduct far more R&D in the United
States than do Japanese affiliates. This variance
may reflect different national propensities to
conduct R&D overseas, although the relation-
ship could also be explained by the distribution
and relative age of FDI.

These conclusions can be taken further by ana-
lyzing cross-national variations in other techno-
logically significant transactions. Apart from
carrying out R&D overseas, MNEs can also ex-
tend technology across borders through direct
trade.

TECHNOLOGY TRADE
Technology can be transferred in different forms
and through various mechanisms, many of which
are very difficult to measure. The best available
quantitative measure of technology flows is the
number of royalty and license fee transactions,
representing cross-border sales and purchases of

51 Net sales over p u r c h a s e sintellectual property.

constitutes the technology trade balance, which
represents both the financial significance of
technology transactions and the volume and direc-
tion of technology flows.

Until the mid-1980s, many U.S. corporations
did not treat their intellectual property as a produc-
tive asset—in fact, few corporations even in-
cluded it on their balance sheets. Throughout the
1980s, however, these companies gradually rec-
ognized and harnessed the financial power of their
intellectual property. Figure 4-10 shows that sales
of U.S. intellectual property, adjusted for infla-
tion, have increased steadily from $8.2 billion in
1986 to $16.7 billion by 1992. Moreover,
throughout this period the technology trade bal-
ance has remained decidedly positive, rising from
a surplus of $6.7 billion in 1986 to $12,6 billion in
1992.52

Outside of the United States, few countries
have had a positive technology trade balance. In
fact, with the exception of the United Kingdom
until 1986, no other large OECD country has had a

53 Figure 4-11 shows the ratio ofpositive balance.
sales to purchases for the United States, Japan,
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom.
Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s the ratio
for most countries remained just under one, with
the exception of the United Kingdom during the
early 1980s. In other words, except for the United
States, the major OECD countries export roughly

s i This indicator ~)n]y approximates technology”  tr~sfer  per se, due to three limitations. First, the available U.S. data for royalties and  license

fees includes transactions of all forms of intellectual property-+.g.  it combines industrial process technology along with other forms intellectu-
al property such as copyrights, trademarks, franchises, and rights to broadcast live events. (BEA provides data on industrial process  technology
only for unaffiliated oramls-length  transactions; for a discussion of these transactions see the following pages. ) Second, it is difficult to measure
intellectual property traded between affiliated fim~s, since the value of affiliated transactions is not always determined on the open market.
Although MNEs dispute the contention, many observers believe that both U.S. and foreign MNEs adjust intellectual property fees to shift costs
from their firms in low-tax regions to those in high-tax regions, thereby lowering their net tax obligations. Third, technology also can be trans-
ferred through a variety of channels that are not captured by this or any other reliable measure—for instance, technology can be transferred
through the exchange of technologically intensive goods, depending on how the purchaser utilizes those goods.  Despite these limitations, ana-
lysts frequently rely on intellectual property transactions to gauge technology transfer by MNEs.

52 Since intellectual Prowny  is ~ intangible  g(Md, the U.S. records sales and purchases of intellectual propew on the se~lces  account!  ‘()[
the merchandise trade account, Sales of intellectual property represent exports, while purchases of intellectual property represent imports. To
the extent that intellectual property transactions represent technology exchange, intellectual property sales are equivalent to technology ex-
ports, while intellectual property purchases are equivalent to technology imports. (See footm)te  51 regarding the accuracy of this measure. )

53 ~gmlsation for Economic”  C()-()Prati()n  and Development, Economics Analysis and Statistics Division Database, Main S(’ient’e  and

Technology /ndicators, (1), table 82, May 1994.
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the same amount of technology that they import.
By contrast, U.S. technology exports have consis-
tently outweighed imports by a substantial mar-
gin. 54

The unusually high U.S. ratio of exports to im-
ports could be interpreted in contradictory ways.
On the one hand, it indicates that the U.S. technol-
ogy base is very robust, producing valuable and
highly marketable knowledge that contributes
positively to the U.S. trade balance. In this re-
spect, the comparatively high level of technology
exports indicates a healthy and vibrant technology
base. On the other hand, it could indicate a rela-
tively low willingness or ability of U.S. firms to

import foreign technology, which could limit the
growth of the U.S. technology base.55 Moreover,
the large surplus of technology exports over im-
ports points to a massive flow of technology out of
the country, which also may not bode well for the
health of the technology base. Sorting out these
conflicting interpretations requires further analy-
sis of the direction and composition of technology
trade.

As figures 4-12 and 4-13 indicate, a large per-
centage of U.S. technology trade is associated
with MNEs. Between 1986 and 1992, U.S. MNEs
and U.S. affiliates of foreign MNEs together sold

54 ~ls ~)bsewatlon  holds  Ins{)fw as intellectual pro~tiy  transactions represent technology exchange per se. The val idity Of this indicator is

somewhat stronger for OECD data on technology trade than for BEA data on intellectual property transactions, due to slight measurement dif-
ferences. The available BEA measure covers all intellectual property transactions, which includes patents for industrial process technology
along with copyrights, trademarks, franchises, rights to broadcast live events, and other intangible propelly rights. The OECD measure is more
tightly focused on technology trade per se, covering patents, licenses, trademarks, designs, know-how, and closely related technical services for
industrial R&D. For the purposes of this analysis, the difference in the two measurements is not significant. This chapter uses OECD data for
international comparisons of technology trade, and national data sources such as the BEA for more detailed, country-level analysis of technolo-
gy trade patterns.

55 see ME  Mogee, “Inward Intemati(~na]  Licensing by U.S.-Based Firms: Trends and ln~plications,”” 7’he Journal oj’Techno/ogy 7kansjkr

16(2): 14-19, Spring 1991.
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79 percent of all technology exports and bought
67 percent of all technology imports. However,
the figures also show that U.S. MNEs sell virtual-
ly all of the MNE technology exports (see figure
4-12), while U.S. affiliates of foreign MNEs pur-
chase most of the MNE technology imports (fig-
ure 4-13). Between 1986 and 1992, 97 percent of
all MNE technology exports was sold by U.S.
MNEs to their foreign affiliates, while 3 percent
was sold by affiliates in the United States to their
foreign parents. The obverse pattern holds for im-
ports: 9 percent of all MNE technology imports
was purchased by U.S. MNEs from their foreign
affiliates, while U.S. affiliates purchased 91 per-
cent of all technology imports from their foreign
parents. 56 In short, technology trade not only is

dominated by MNEs, but also flows from parent
firms to their foreign affiliates.57

The rapid increase in both technology exports
and imports can be linked to FDI trends during the
same period. Between 1986 and 1992, technology
exports from U.S. MNEs to their foreign affiliates
increased at an average annual rate of 27 percent,
which corresponds to the growth in U.S. direct in-
vestment abroad during this period. Similarly,
during the same period imports by U.S. affiliates
from their foreign parents increased at an annual
rate of 45 percent, corresponding to the rapid in-
crease in FDI in the United States during the late
1980s.58

S6 u s ~pannlent ~)fconlmerce,  BEA, Surk,e},  ~fcurrcnf  Business (Washington, DC: September 1993), tabie  2 P. 122; see also tables 4.1-. .
4.4, pp. i 29-132.

57 Again, ~15  ~onclu510n”  ho]& only  K) the ex(en[  that intellectual prOpeI_ty  transactions represent techn~)bv  ‘rode .

$8 For tren& in FDI in the U.S. see chap(ers  5 and 6. For data and supporting analysis of the relationship between ml and technology”  tmde

flows, See U.S. Department of Commerce, Suney oj’Currenf  Business, op. cit. footnote 56, table 4.4 p. 132; and U.S. Department of Commerce,
BEA, “U.S. Intemati(mal Sales and Purchases of Private Services,” Sur}’ey  oj’Currem  Business (Washingttm, DC: 1992); p.85.
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Altogether, the aggregate technology trade data
from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s indicate
that technology increasingly flows across national
borders, but tends to stay within MNE net-
works.59 Moreover, the data imply that technolo-

gy typically is developed in the home market
operations of MNEs and gradually extends abroad
in the wake of foreign direct investment.60 From
this perspective, one could conclude that technol-
ogy development remains relatively centralized in
the home market operations of MNEs.

However, there are noticeable differences in the
propensity of firms based in different nations to
trade technology within or outside of MNE net-
works. Unaffiliated or arms-length technology
trade takes place among firms that have no eco-
nomic relationship other than through the market.
Since unaffiliated technology transactions take
place through market-based bargaining, they re-
flect the market value of technology more accu-
rately than trade among firms within MNE
networks. Moreover, unaffiliated transactions im-
ply less control by the originator and more control
by the purchaser. Consequently, cross-national
differences in technology acquisition strategies
should be reflected in the propensity of firms
based in different countries to purchase technolo-
gy from unaffiliated sources.

The data on unaffiliated technology trade show
that Japanese firms buy an unusually large per-
centage of U.S. technology through arms-length
transactions. In 1992, 43 percent of all U.S.
technology sales to Japan were purchased through
arms-length transactions. By contrast, 11 percent
of all U.S. technology sales to Europe were pur-
chased through arms-length channels, while the

percentages of arms-length purchases by firms in
the larger European countries were lower than the
European average—10 percent for the United
Kingdom, 8 percent for France, and 9 percent for
Germany. 61 Consequently since unaffiliated
transactions impart a higher degree of control to
the purchaser, Japanese firms retain greater con-
trol over the technology they purchase from the
United States than do European firms.

Most of the unaffiliated U.S. technology ex-
ports are of industrial process technology. Be-
tween 1987 and 1992, industrial process
technology accounted for 62 percent of unaffiliat-
ed U.S. technology exports. This subset of
technology trade is particularly critical to com-
mercial competitiveness, given the direct impact
of industrial process technology on productivity
and production costs. Consequently, trends in the
unaffiliated sale of industrial process technology
provide an important indicator of the near-term
competitive strategies of MNEs across the ad-
vanced industrial states.

As with total technology trade, unaffiliated
U.S. exports of industrial process technology
have consistently outweighed U.S. imports, re-
sulting in an average annual surplus of $2.0 billion
between 1987 and 1992. Japan is the largest con-
sumer of unaffiliated U.S. industrial process
technology—in 1992, U.S. exports to Japan ac-
counted for 50 percent ($1.1 billion in real terms)
of all industrial process technology exports,
compared with 5 percent for Germany, 4 percent
for the United Kingdom, and 23 percent for Eu-
rope as a whole (see figure 4-14). This pattern has
been consistent; since 1987, Japan has accounted

59 1n 1992,42.5 ~rcent  of all U.S. technology”  imports were by U.S. aftlliates  of European firms, while  12 percent were by U.S. affiliates  of

Japanese fimls. Likewise, 49 percent of all U.S. technology exports were received by U.S. affiliates in Europe, while 9.4 percent were received
by U.S. affiliates in Japan. U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA, Sur\>ey oj’Curren/ Business, op cit. footrmte  56, p. 121, and table 4.4 p. 132.

a Data on technology”  trade  between  Japan  and Euro~ c(mld  provide confirming evidence of this observation. unfortunately  this  data is

not readily available.

61 ]nlP)filng  ~a[(ems  by us. affiliates of foreign firms are more mixed. In 1992, 64 percent of total ~J.s. technology”  lrn~)fls  from EuK)pe
were from European  MNEs to their U.S. affiliates, although there were large variations among the large European countries—80 percent from

the United Kingd(ml,  63 percent from Germany, and just 38 percent from France. Of all 1992 U.S. technology imports from Japan, 79 percent
were  purchased by the U.S. affil iatcs of Japanese MNEs. U.S. Department t)f C{~mmerce, BEA, op. cit., f(mrme 56.
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for an average of 46 percent of all unaffiliated ex-
ports of industrial process technology, compared
with 4 percent for Germany, 4 percent for the
United Kingdom, and 26 percent for all of Europe.

The large percentage of unaffiliated industrial
process technology purchased by Japanese firms
is further reflected in the regional distribution of
the U.S. balance in unaffiliated industrial process
technology trade. As shown in figure 4-15, the
consistent U.S. surplus in unaffiliated industrial
process technology exchange is driven largely by
trade with Japan. Between 1987 and 1992, the av-
erage annual surplus with Japan accounted for 57
percent of the total U.S. surplus in arms-length
trading of industrial process technology. During
this period Japan ran average annual deficits with
the United States of $789 million, compared with
$71 million for all of Europe combined. The only
countries with which the United States has had a
trade deficit in unaffiliated industrial process
knowledge have been the United Kingdom and

Germany, averaging $-15 million and $-40 mil-
lion per year respectively between 1987 and 1992.

In sum, U.S. royalties and 1icense fee data illus-
trate two important patterns in the international
exchange of technology. First, most of the cross-
border exchange of technology takes place within
MNE networks—in particular, most of the
technology flows from parents to their affiliates.62

This pattern implies that, although technology
m may follow production overseas, the development
of new technology remains centralized in the
home market operations of MNEs. Second, there
are notable differences in the propensity of firms
based in different nations to acquire technology
through unaffiliated channels. In particular, Japa-
nese firms purchase far more U.S. technology
through arms-length transactions than do Euro-
pean firms-in fact, the total U.S. surplus in the
unaffiliated trade of industrial process knowledge
is due largely to surpluses with Japan, while the

‘z Again, this c{mclusitm  is based  (m the US technology”  balance of payments data, which is the (rely available data of this type
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United States has been a net importer of U.K. and
German industrial process knowledge. This find-
ing suggests that MNEs based in Japan have very
different technology acquisition strategies than
their European and U.S. counterparts.63

Although both the R&D and technology trade
data indicate that technology development re-
mains relatively centralized, technology can be
globalized through other mechanisms such as in-
ternational strategic alliances and related forms of
intercorporite cooperation designed to spread in-
vestments costs and gain access to a wider range

of technologies. The abundance of interfirm al-
liances and joint ventures in R&D and product de-
velopment, along with the growing density of
translational networks linking firms with each
other as well as with public and private-sector re-
search institutes, significantly complicates any
assessment of how MNEs do and do not contrib-
ute to technology development in host countries.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ALLIANCES64

MNEs and
technology

domestic firms can cooperate on
development through a variety of

63 Hl~[{)rlca]]y,  Japan has acquired foreign [echnology”  more through direct purchases than has been the case for either the United States or

Europe; see OECD, op. cit., footnote 4. The relatively high percentage-of arms-length technology purchases by Japanese firms from U.S. intel-
lectual property  t~wners is c(msistent  with Richard Samuels  characterization of the technology acquisition strategies of Japanese firms. See R.J.
Samucls, “Rich Na!ion. Sfron~  Army”: Na[iona/ Security and Ihe Techno/ogica/  Transjtirmafion ofjapan  (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, I 994).

64 Lltt]e  enough  is known  a~)ut  international techno]ogica]”  collaboration among firms that ana]ysts  frequently use different terms to de-

scribe the phemmwmm.  There are important distinctions in the I iterature  between short-term tactical alliances and relatively longer term strate-
gic alliances, There are also important distinctions bet ween alliances used to develop and/or diffuse technology and those used to gain market
access and pursue other non-technological goals. For simplicity, this chapter uses a single term-international technical alliances-to  describe
any interfiml collaboration (equity or non equity) that includes arrangements for joint research and/or technology transfer. For a more general
dlscussi(m of international strategic alliances, see OTA,  Mu//inalionu/s  and the Nationu/  Interest: P/aying by Diflerenr Ru/es,  OTA-lTE-569
(Washingt(m,  DC’: U.S. G(wemment  Printing Office, September 1993), ch. 5. See also box 8-1 in chapter 8 t)f this report.
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mechanisms. In the 1970s, the most common
form of international technology collaboration
was through joint ventures and research corpora-
tions, where firms share equity ownership (and
corresponding profits and losses) in a separate and
distinct corporate entity. By the late 1980s, joint
equity col1aboration was eclipsed by nonequity al-
liances, in which firms forego formal equity link-
ages and directly organize joint R&D activities to
reduce the cost and risk of pursuing related in-
novations. 65 Through these mechanisms, intern-

ational technical alliances have grown from just 86
during 1973-76 to 988 during 1985-88.66

The most recent data indicate that international
technical alliances are most common in high-
technology industries, and are more extensive in
some sectors than others (figure 4-16). Technical
alliances are particularly prevalent in information
technologies, where technology changes rapidly
and firms must maintain knowledge of and access
to numerous complex technologies simultaneous-
ly (as in multimedia, for example). Alliances are
also quite common in biotechnology, where re-
search is often conducted in the context of collab-
orative agreements between U.S. dedicated
biotechnology companies and large pharmaceuti-
cal MNEs.67 Figure 4-15 also indicates that al-
liance activity across sectors is most common
between U.S. and European firms, although there
have been a relatively large number of alliances
between U.S. and Japanese firms in the automo-
tive sector.
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Contemporary economic and technological
conditions provide a variety of incentives for
firms to engage in international technical al-
liances. Firms pursue technical alliances for three
primary reasons:

To improve their ability to conduct research,
given the complexity and interdisciplinary
character of new technologies, the difficulty of
monitoring evolving scientific disciplines and
new technologies, the need to retain access to
scientific and technological knowledge, and
the need to reduce the costs and risks of pursu-
ing R&D.
To expand their ability to produce new technol-
ogies, given shorter innovation to commercial-
ization periods, more rapid product life cycles,
and the frequent need to capture competitors’
tacit knowledge in order to equilibrate produc-
tion costs and prevent technological leapfrog-
ging.
To pursue market access and search for new
business opportunities, given the increasing
importance of foreign markets to competitive-
ness, as well as the need to maintain smooth
and broadly dispersed pipelines from innova-
tion to market.68

It appears that cooperative research does not
substitute for but rather complements firms’ inter-
nal research activities.

69 Some studies tentatively

~~ in ~crj ~crlcrdl IcnI)s, ,olnt ~entures  are ~lore Conlnl(m am(mg  firms seeking to imprwe their Img-tcrnl market ~)sl[lw while techlcal
all lances arc rmwe c(mml{m  when fimls arc pursuing more  immediate technological achievements. See J. Hagedoom,  “Understanding the Ra-

tionale  of Strategic Technology” Pwtncrmg Intertwganizati(  mal Modes of Cooperation and Sectoral  Differences,” Srra/egic  Manqemenr  Jour-
na/ I 4 ( I 993)  37 I.

66 National Science B(}ard, op. ~lt,, f(M)[note  10, p. 123. The data cited in this source is drawn from the Maastricht Economic” R=arCh  lnS(i-

tutes’ MERIT CAT] dalahasc The CATI database c(wcrs (rely intertiml agreements that involve technology transferor joint research, and is
used  (() dcvch~p the numbers  cltcd ahlvc and in ligure  4-16. Although this is the best and most up-to-date aggregate database im international
twhnlca] allianws, It is IImited due to intrinsic difficulties in gathering complete and reliable data in this area. T’he data, therefore, should be
~ Imvcd  as a useful but lnctm~pletc  indicator.

67 M1~E~  arc ~[[ractc~  10 [he ~cs~~~~h  ~apabl]l[lcs  of U,S. d~~icafed  biotechnology companies,  which  me  in ~rn attracted to the financial

capabilities of pham~accu(ical  MNEs.

~~ Scc Hag~&)orn, op. CII.. f(Hm)tc  65, p. 371.

w ~atlonal ~clcnce Board,  op. ~it., footnote 10, P. 122.
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conclude that technology transfer invariably ac-
companies interfirm alliances, and that close man-

agement of  diffusion is  cr i t ical  to the success of

the alliance for each partner.70 Other studies have
concluded that technical alliances tend to be lim-
ited and are frequently unsuccessful .71

However, systematic and reliable information
on international technical alliances is sparse. OTA
i n t e r v i e w s  a n d  o t h e r  a n e c d o t a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  s u g -

gest that technical alliance activity has grown sig-
nificantly in recent years, but the impact of the
trend is difficult to assess. Given the increasing
R&D content of new products and the escalating
cost of developing new products, many high-tech
firms are likely to focus their R&D efforts and

technology strategy on core competencies, rely-
ing on networks of alliances to learn about and
adapt to new technologies in related areas. A num-
ber of firms interviewed by OTA indicated that
they needed to keep abreast of technological de-
velopments globally, given the broad dispersion
of leading-edge technological capabilities in their
industries. An executive at one prominent MNE in
the electronics industry told OTA that, although
the company has resisted alliance activity to date,
it is bound to pursue future alliances due to the in-
creasing complexity and costs associated with
R&D in that industry.

Pending further data and analysis of this rela-
tively new phenomena, OTA can only conclude

70 see  D c Mowew,  *. Intemationa]  co]]a~)ratlve  Venmres  and U.S. Firms’ Technology Strategies,” in Granstrand,  H&anson,  and Sj~}l~d-. .
er, Technology Management and International Business (New York: John Wiley, 1992): 224-229.

7 I The literature is rife with debates over  the determinants of success in international a]]lances.  !?Wme malntaln thal  SUCCeSS  1S more  Common”

in alliances that involve technologically comparable firms; for example, see M.E. Poner and M.B. Fuller, “Coalitions and Global Strategy,” in
M.E. Porter (cd.), Competition in G/obu//ndusrries  (Boston, MA: Harvard Business Sch(x)l Press, 1986). Others argue that successful alliances
are more likely between firms that have different, complementary technological assets; for example, see Mowery, op. cit., footnote 70. The
literature generally does agree that there is insufficient data on international technical alliances to develop reliable interpretati(ms.
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tentatively that international technical alliances
are indeed more common and more strategically
significant for an important array of high-technol-
ogy firms. Yet their net effect on national technol-
ogy development and international technology
diffusion is unclear and difficult to measure.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, the evidence linking MNEs and
the globalization of technology remains some-
what mixed. On the one hand, some data point to
the increased globalization of technology via the
business activities of MNEs. Higher rates of exter-
nal patenting, more rapid diffusion of technology
across borders, increasing rates of overseas R&D
activity, and in some respects the increasing prev-
alence and greater strategic significance of in-
ternational technical alliances all point in this
direction, with MNEs at the heart of the process.

However, closer inspection of these trends indi-
cates that the degree of globalization is limited,
and the propensity of MNEs to extend core tech-
nological functions across borders varies across
the advanced industrial states.

First, overseas R&D by affiliates remains quite
limited when compared to both the R&D activi-
ties of the parent group and the more extensive
globalization of production and sourcing. The
R&D that does move overseas tends to be
associated with product customization and local
production processes. Only rarely do companies
transfer basic research functions to foreign mar-
kets.72 In short, inside the corporation-where the
bulk of commercially significant innovation takes
place—R&D appears to remain relatively central-
ized. This finding is reinforced by the data on
technology trade, which show that most intel-
lectual property flows from parent firms to their
foreign affiliates.

Second, data on exports and imports of intel-
lectual property indicate that most of the intern-

ational flows of technology occur within MNE
networks. This tendency does vary by national
origin. Japanese firms have a much stronger pro-
pensity toward arms-length technology trade,
which is consistent with the oft-noted historical
tendency for Japanese firms to acquire overseas
technology by buying it directly rather than by ini-
tiating R&D activities in foreign markets.

Third, the role of international technical al-
liances appears to be somewhat limited, although
the data are insufficient to draw any solid conclu-
sions in this area.

These conclusions should be qualified in light
of the difficulties of measuring technological in-
novation and diffusion. The available measures of
R&D are biased toward the research side of the in-
novation equation, and may miss commercially
significant forms of technology development and
diffusion. Some analysts have argued that impor-
tant elements of national technological capabili-
ties lie in tacit forms of knowledge—that is, forms
of technical knowledge that can be extremely im-
portant to successful commercialization and pro-
duction but that are embodied in both people and
organizations in ways that are difficult to measure
and evaluate.73 In addition, new technology can
be transferred across borders in the form of goods
themselves, which can be reverse engineered to
reveal (and perhaps reconstruct) particular tech-
nological innovations. Therefore, it is possible
that MNEs, with their ability to transfer people,
organizational assets, and goods across borders, in
effect may diffuse technology far more extensive-
ly through their overseas production facilities than
can be captured by the measures used in this
chapter.

Nevertheless, the measures reviewed here are
sufficient to conclude that the core research and
development activities of MNEs remain relatively
centralized in the home market. If MNEs were ex-
tensively and systematically developing and dif-

‘~ (he exceptitm  to this tendency is biotechnology,  where a number of European  and Japanese MNEs have close  basic research c{mlacts and
arrangements with small U.S. biotechnology” fim~s.

73 A]ic,  op cit. footnt~te” 2-
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fusing technology abroad, it would register in the implies that the globalization of technology is less
overseas R&D data as well as the technology trade an autonomous force that is shaping and integrat-
data. To date, the evidence reveals that MNEs are ing national economies and more a multifaceted
indeed moving more technology across national process that centers on networks of firms with
borders, but that the extent of this process is quite strong roots in distinct national innovation
limited in comparison to the global production systems.
and sourcing activities of MNEs. This conclusion


